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Abstract Computer-based learning environments (CBLEs) present important opportunities
for fostering learning; however, studies have shown that students have difficulty when learning
with these environments. Research has identified that students’ self-regulatory learning (SRL)
processes may mediate the hypothesized positive relations between CBLEs and academic
performance. In this review, we identified 33 empirical studies of SRL and CBLEs. We address
three research questions: (1) How do learner and task characteristics relate to students’ SRL
with CBLEs? (2) Can various learning supports or conditions enhance the quality of students’
SRL as they learn with CBLEs? (3) What conceptual, theoretical, and methodological issues
exist for this growing area of research? We found evidence that specific SRL processes are
more often associated with academic success than others and that SRL skills can be supported.
We also identified a number of issues that researchers should aim to address in future
investigations, including a more comprehensive measurement of facets of SRL and the quality
of SRL processes, the seeming disconnect between SRL processes and learning outcomes, and
the distinction between self- and other-regulation.
Keywords Self-regulated learning . Computer learning environments
Computer-based learning environments (CBLEs) present important opportunities for fostering
learning (Lajoie and Azevedo 2006). However, relatively little focus has been placed on
understanding how successful students take advantage of these environments, and research in
this area is critical to ensuring that their potential is realized (Mandinach and Cline 2000). It is
also the case that many students fail to take full advantage of CBLEs, thus necessitating
research into ways of promoting effective use of these powerful but often untapped learning
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environments (Azevedo 2005a; Shapiro and Neiderhauser 2004). This research is particularly
important because there have been numerous calls for more considered implementation of
technology in education, utilizing pedagogy and content informed by research (e.g., NRC
2003). A number of researchers suggest that one potential mediator between the potential of
CBLEs and academic performance is the quality of students’ self-regulatory learning (SRL)
processes (Azevedo 2005b; Lajoie and Azevedo 2006), and research addressing this relation has
flourished in the past 10 years.
With this study, we fill the need for a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art empirical
research investigating the characteristics and conditions that are related to students’ SRL with
CBLEs. For this review, we identified 33 empirical studies of CBLEs that explicitly
investigated SRL as a key construct of interest.

Computer-based Learning Environments (CBLEs)
As the term conveys, CBLEs incorporate various aspects of computer technology to assist
individuals in learning for a specific educational purpose (Azevedo 2005a; Chen 1995; Lajoie
and Azevedo 2006). The computer technology can afford several different representations of
information including text, diagrams, and graphs, among others. CBLEs that use multiple
representations of information are a type of multimedia learning environment (Mayer, 2001,
2005). CBLEs that allow for user selection of links between representations or information are
called hypermedia environments (Dillon and Jobst 2005), while CBLEs that allow for direct
user manipulation of these representations are called simulations or microworlds (Reiber 2005).
Many CBLEs allow for a high degree of learner control and opportunities for self-directed
learning (Williams 1996). However, empirical research has shown that students often struggle
when using CBLEs (Lajoie and Azevedo 2006). While CBLEs can readily provide multiple
representations of information and opportunities to manipulate them, it is often up to learners
to determine which representations are most helpful, based on their self-knowledge and
beliefs, motivational factors, prior knowledge, task definitions, goals, and strategic knowledge. This careful, considered engagement is indicative of a self-regulated learner (Pintrich
2000; Winne and Hadwin 1998; Zimmerman 2000, 2001). Thus, researchers have turned to
SRL models to better understanding what specific SRL processes are associated with learning
with CBLEs, how different learner and task characteristics may be related to students’ SRL,
and how aspects of SRL can be best supported in CBLEs (Azevedo 2005b).
Self-regulated learning models
Both Pintrich (2000) and Zimmerman (2001) have identified common assumptions among
the many SRL models in the literature. First, most models assume that learners are active in
constructing their own meanings and goals from the various influences in their surrounding
environment and their own internal cognitive systems. The second assumption is that individuals are capable of monitoring and controlling the cognitive, motivational, behavioral, and
contextual aspects of learning. The third assumption is that this regulation can be constrained
or facilitated by intraindividual factors such as biology and development, as well as
extraindividual influences such as context. Fourth, SRL models highlight the capability of
individuals to set goals for their learning, and it is against these goals that learning is monitored, with control of learning processes influenced by the results of this evaluation. Finally,
these models position self-regulated learning as a mediator between personal and contextual
influences and actual learning performance.
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Zimmerman’s (2000, 2001) and Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) theoretical models, and
Pintrich’s (2000) framework of SRL, are often cited in the literature on SRL with CBLEs.
These models share important similarities. For example, Pintrich identified four areas or foci
of regulatory activity: cognition (e.g., goal-setting, employing and monitoring of cognitive
strategies); motivation (e.g., self-efficacy beliefs, value of the task, interest); behavior (e.g.,
help-seeking, maintenance and monitoring of effort, time use); and context (e.g., evaluation
and monitoring of changing task conditions). Zimmerman and Winne and Hadwin also
identify these foci, with Zimmerman more focused upon social cognitive factors, and Winne
and Hadwin more focused on the cognitive architecture of self-regulation.
All of these theories characterize SRL as a number of phases that follow one another in a
loose sequence. The first phase in most models involves planning or forethought, where
individuals define the task, set goals, elaborate strategies, and self-motivate. Next, individuals
enact their plans and strategies. During this phase individuals self-regulate by engaging in
metacognitive monitoring, which can lead to attempts to control the learning process through
changes within any of the four foci of self-regulation. For example, an individual may notice
that a particular learning strategy (e.g., outlining) does not seem to be leading to retention of the
material, and switch to another strategy (e.g., self-questioning). Finally, each of the models
includes a self-reflective phase where performance, measured in terms of intrinsic or extrinsic
benchmarks, is evaluated, often leading to adaptations to individuals’ self-beliefs, beliefs about
learning tactics and strategies, and learning contexts. These adaptations may then influence
future learning activities. It is also possible that individuals may recycle back through previous
stages over the course of learning, particularly when monitoring reveals that the strategies being
used are not resulting in understanding or retention. However, this recycling is not likely unless
the student has well-developed regulatory skills.
Models of SRL have received a great deal of attention in CBLE research because individuals
that can effectively plan, monitor, and control their learning are best positioned to take
advantage of the multiple representations and learner control afforded in those environments.
Therefore, research has been done regarding how characteristics of the students, task, and
learning environment may relate to students’ SRL with CBLEs. Research has also focused on
ways students’ SRL can be supported through prompts, tools, or access to peers or tutors.
However, a review of the literature reveals numerous conceptual, theoretical, and methodological concerns that have yet to be resolved.
Research questions
Our review was guided by questions derived from two general directions that research in this area
has taken. First, how do learner and task characteristics relate to students’ SRL with CBLEs?
Second, can various learning supports or conditions enhance the quality of students’ SRL as they
learn with CBLEs? To situate this article within the larger framework of this special issue, and to
identify areas for future research, we address a third research question: What conceptual,
theoretical, and methodological issues exist in this burgeoning field of research? In conclusion, we
identify issues that researchers should aim to address based on our review of the relevant studies’
results, conceptual and theoretical groundings, and methodologies.

Method
To identify studies relevant to this review, we searched the electronic databases PsychInfo
and ERIC using key words self regulat* along with computer, hypermedia, multimedia,
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simulation, and microworld. Our purpose in this search was to locate studies that selfidentified as investigating self-regulated learning. As such, we did not include subcomponents of SRL in our search (e.g., planning, goal-setting, metacognition, strategies),
with the justification that the term self regulat* would capture all studies for which selfregulated learning was a main construct of interest. We also examined the reference sections
of both theoretical and empirical articles within this literature, and employed a hand search
of the tables of contents of: Computers and Education, Journal of Educational Computing
Research, and Journal of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia to identify relevant
articles. Our initial search yielded 210 studies.
To cull the articles most appropriate for this review from the 210 we identified as possibilities,
we employed the following inclusion criteria: (a) The studies had to be empirical and peer-reviewed
(no dissertation studies were included) with a clear description of participants, methods, and results;
(b) self-regulation or self-regulated learning had to be a primary focus of the study, as determined
by reading the abstract and introduction; (c) the study had to focus on academic learning; and (d) the
CBLE had to be the primary instructional modality in the study and had to have affordances beyond
what could be offered via traditional instructional means. For example, studies focusing solely upon
participants reading word documents online (with no hyperlinks or technology-based supports)
were excluded. Through this process we narrowed the corpus to 33 articles.

Results
Our search yielded a wide variety of research studies. The final pool of literature covered a range
of developmental levels, from middle school (e.g., Kramarski and Mizrachi 2006a) through
graduate level (e.g., Whipp and Chiarelli 2004). The studies were conducted on a range of
academic subjects, including art (e.g., De Jong et al. 2005), science (e.g., Azevedo et al.
2004a), educational technology (e.g., Dabbagh and Kitsantas 2005), mathematics (e.g.,
Kramarski and Gutman 2005), and psychology (e.g., Van den Boom et al. 2004). The studies
were conducted in both laboratory and classroom settings, and the time of instruction varied
considerably, ranging from a minimum of 5 min (Proske et al. 2007) to 3 years (Salovaara
2005). Some of the studies were conducted on students learning individually (e.g., Azevedo et
al. 2004b), while others were conducted in a collaborative environment (e.g., Winters and
Azevedo 2005). The computer-learning environments employed in these studies included
computer and web-based learning environments (e.g., Joo et al. 2000), multimedia e-learning
environments (e.g., Kramarski and Gutman 2005), hypermedia environments (e.g., Schunk and
Ertmer 1999), and simulation environments (e.g., De Jong et al. 2005). A supplementary table,
representing these facets, can be accessed through the journal online. To address the purpose of
this review, we organized our results based on our three research questions.
Research question 1: How do learner and task characteristics relate to students’ SRL
with CBLEs?
Studies that were relevant to this research question addressed the role of different learner
characteristics (e.g., prior knowledge; self-efficacy), and task characteristics (e.g., goal
structure, level of learner control) and their relation to SRL with a CBLE. As such, we structure our review according to these research foci.
Learner characteristics Studies that have investigated how successful learners have regulated
their learning with CBLEs compared to less successful students are pertinent to this section.
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Several studies in a line of research by Azevedo and colleagues (Azevedo et al. 2004b; Greene
and Azevedo 2007; Greene et al. 2008) have pursued this inquiry. This body of work has
focused on a mixed-methods approach, combining process data in the form of concurrent
think-aloud protocols (Ericsson and Simon 1993) with learning outcomes, as students use
hypermedia and simulation learning environments. Pintrich’s (2000) framework has been
used to inform the coding and categorization of process data according to the areas and
phases of SRL. These studies by Azevedo and colleagues have shown that the frequency of
use of certain SRL processes seem to be consistently associated with learning gains, and
therefore they are considered the effective strategies for learning with a hypermedia CBLE
(Azevedo 2005b).
For example, Azevedo et al. (2004b) compared undergraduate students who made large
gains in conceptual understanding during the task to those who made little to no gain and
found that a higher proportion of students who made large gains engaged in planning and
forethought activities and learning strategies such as summarizing and making inferences.
Additionally, students who had smaller gains engaged in more help-seeking and controlling
their context than those who were more successful at the learning task. Similarly, Greene and
Azevedo (2007) found that middle school students who had large, qualitative shifts in their
conceptual understanding from pretest to posttest engaged in active strategic processes such
as coordinating informational sources, making inferences, and stating a feeling of knowing,
whereas small shift students used more lower-level processes such as controlling the context.
Greene et al. (2008) found that academically successful, gifted middle school students
learned more, on average, from pretest to posttest, than their grade-level counterparts. Further,
although they did not differ significantly in behaviors related to planning, monitoring, and
interest, gifted level students on average engaged in more effective strategies, such as
summarizing and inferring, and did so more often, than did grade-level students.
Whipp and Chiarelli (2004) provide evidence for advanced (graduate-level) students’
adaptation of traditional SRL strategies in a web-based course. By analyzing interview
transcripts from six graduate students and their instructor, Whipp and Chiarelli determined
that these students did indeed use SRL strategies that were adapted to the context, in which
students viewed and read hypermedia resources online and participated in asynchronous
discussion with their peers and teacher. Further, students expressed beliefs about self-efficacy,
goal orientation, and interest during the interviews, which provides support for these key
constructs being related to SRL, as explicated in Zimmerman’s (2000, 2001) three-phase
cyclical model of self-regulated learning model, which the authors used to guide their
investigation.
Prior knowledge is a learner characteristic that has been investigated in several studies because
of its potential to play a critical role in the forethought or planning phase of SRL (Pintrich 2000).
Indeed, Moos and Azevedo (2008b) found that undergraduate students with high prior domain
knowledge used significantly more planning and monitoring behaviors than those with low
prior knowledge, whereas those with low prior knowledge used more strategies. By analyzing
the process data, Moos and Azevedo demonstrated that low prior knowledge students used only
a few, specific strategies such as summarizing and notetaking, and they did not often engage in
other active strategies such as making inferences or elaborating on their knowledge. MacGregor
(1999) found that middle school students who had higher prior knowledge tended to have an
internal locus of control (indicating higher self-regulation), connect more concepts as they
navigated in a hypermedia environment, have a higher need for cognition, and have higher
scores on the learning measure than those with lower prior knowledge.
Two studies used a social-cognitive lens to investigate students’ self-efficacy for SRL. In
accordance with Zimmerman et al. (1992), Joo et al. (2000) defined self-efficacy for self-
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regulated learning as middle school students’ perceptions of their ability to self-monitor, selfevaluate, set goals and plan, self-consequence, and restructure the environment. Similar to
past research conducted in non-CBLE settings, Joo et al. (2000) found that self-efficacy for
self-regulated learning was positively related to academic self-efficacy, self-reported strategy
use, and internet efficacy in web-based instruction. In turn, academic self-efficacy predicted
academic performance. However, this finding might be moderated by parental education
level. Using a questionnaire developed in part from Bandura’s (1989) Multi-dimensional SelfEfficacy Scales, Williams and Hellman (2004) found that compared to first-generation
college students, second-generation college students reported statistically significantly greater
self-efficacy for SRL skills related to internet learning.
Students’ goal orientation has also been a topic of interest in SRL and CBLE research. Using a
CBLE called gStudy, Nesbit et al. (2006) used trace data to investigate undergraduate students’
metacognitive monitoring (e.g., notetaking and highlighting activities) in relation to their goal
orientations (mastery or performance approach or avoidance; Elliot and McGregor 2001). Both
avoidance and approach mastery goal orientations were negatively correlated with highlighting
behaviors, while mastery approach was positively correlated with the number of words in
elaborative notes, indicating that a mastery goal orientation was related to SRL strategies.
Task characteristics A number of studies have focused on the role that task or instructional
characteristics, such as goal structure, learner control, and collaboration, play in students’ SRL
with CBLEs. Moos and Azevedo (2006) manipulated the type of learning goal (mastery,
performance-approach, and performance-avoidance; Elliot and McGregor 2001) provided to
undergraduate students to determine what effect this might have on their learning, task value,
extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation, and SRL processes. No significant differences were
found on the motivational variables, as measured via the MSLQ (Pintrich et al. 1993), or on
the learning measure. In terms of SRL processes, however, those who were provided with a
performance-avoidance goal engaged in a greater number of planning processes relative to
the students given other learning goals. For this task, planning processes consisted of
activating prior knowledge and recycling goals in working memory. There were no
statistically significant differences between groups’ monitoring, strategy use or management
of task difficulty and demands.
Schunk and Ertmer (1999) also found no statistically significant differences in learning
outcomes between undergraduate students given either a process goal aimed at learning, or a
product goal aimed at performance. However, they did find that process goals led to higher
self-efficacy scores, higher self-judged learning progress, and more self-regulatory
competence and strategy use than product goals. Comparatively, Stahl et al’s. (2006) results
indicated that when task complexity changes, undergraduate students self-reported changing
their plans and goals accordingly while learning with a hypermedia environment. Further,
students with more sophisticated epistemological beliefs reported better monitoring of task
difficulty and more appropriate control of goal-setting and planning.
Several studies investigated the relation between levels of learner control in a CBLE and
students’ SRL. Young (1996) and Eom and Reiser (2000) found that middle school students
who were classified as having low self-regulated learning skills performed better on a
learning outcome measure when they were in a program control condition compared to a
learner control condition. In the learner control condition, students classified as having high
self-regulatory skills scored better than those classified as having low self-regulatory skills.
Similarly, McManus’s (2000) found that linear hypermedia environments, with few choices,
were a hindrance to highly self-regulating undergraduate learners, whereas nonlinear
environments were a hindrance to those who are not as highly self-regulating.
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Tasks and instructional methods involving collaborative learning have been an area of
investigation in the literature. For instance, Winters and Azevedo (2005) found that high priorknowledge high school students working collaboratively with low prior-knowledge students
did not make significant learning gains during the task, although the low prior-knowledge
students did make significant gains from pretest to posttest. Low prior-knowledge students
relied on their partners for cognitive and metacognitive support, and in response, the high
prior-knowledge students spent time providing this support to their peers, at the possible
detriment to their own learning. In another collaborative-learning study, Azevedo et al.
(2004c) investigated low-achieving high school students’ SRL as they worked in dyads. They
found that while students did make statistically significant gains from pretest to posttest, the
gains were small. Analysis of student discourse revealed that students spent much of their
time on a few low-level strategies, such as following procedural tasks and searching the
environment, rather than planning, monitoring, or engaging in higher-level strategies.
In a qualitative study looking at the processes of self-regulation for students using a
computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) environment, De Jong et al. (2005)
analyzed middle school student discussions for evidence of self-regulatory processes. They
found that student dyads (online and in person) regulated each other’s learning predominantly
by maintaining common ground and using cognitive strategies, but little monitoring or
planning occurred. In contrast, Jarvela and Salovaara (2004) and Salovaara (2005) focused on
high-school students in a 3-year longitudinal study that compared the use of cognitive
learning strategies of students engaged in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL)
to those in a traditional classroom. These researchers used process data in the form of
interviews regarding students’ beliefs about self and the learning environment, motivational
interpretations on goals, and interpretations about cognitive strategies. Focusing just on the
information gleaned about cognitive strategies, Salovaara (2005) found that students engaged
in the CSCL used some cognitive strategies associated with deeper processing (i.e.,
monitoring, creating representations, and sharing information collaboratively) to a greater
degree than the group in a non-CSCL (traditional) classroom. But, the comparison group used
one surface level strategy (memorization) and one deeper-processing strategy (content
evaluation) to a greater degree than the CSCL group. Looking at the data longitudinally
demonstrated that students in both conditions increased their reported use of planning,
monitoring, selecting information, revising and seeking information, each year.
Summary
The results of these studies indicate that students adapted their SRL processes to web-based
learning (Whipp and Chiarelli 2004), and that learner and task characteristics influenced these
processes. In particular, high-prior knowledge students tended to engage in greater instances
of planning and monitoring than low-prior knowledge students, who in turn tended to use
more of just a few select strategies (MacGregor 1999; Moos and Azevedo 2008b). Students
who were more academically successful, or who showed higher learning gains during a task
tended to use more active learning strategies as compared to students who did not demonstrate as much success learning (e.g., Greene et al. 2008). Students working collaboratively supported each other in a regulatory manner (De Jong et al. 2005; Winters and
Azevedo 2005), but the success of the collaboration depended in part on the ability and prior
knowledge levels of the collaborating students (Azevedo et al. 2004c).
Patterns in motivation have also been reported. For instance, students’ self-efficacy for SRL
has been shown to relate positively to other beliefs critical to academic success when using
CBLEs (Joo et al. 2000). However, it appears that these motivational outcomes may be
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influenced by individual differences, such as parental education level (Williams and Hellman
2004). Goal orientation has been shown to be related to specific SRL behaviors, such as
notetaking (Nesbit et al. 2006), while manipulation of students’ goal structure has resulted in
the differential use of SRL behaviors. In particular, performance-avoidance goals resulted in
more emphasis on planning and forethought activities, such as activating prior knowledge
and recycling goals in working memory (Moos and Azevedo 2006), whereas process goals
were related to greater self-efficacy and SRL competence (Schunk and Ertmer 1999). Further,
students adapted their individual goals and plans in accordance with changes in task
complexity (Stahl et al. 2006). However, in the two studies we reviewed, differences in goal
structure did not influence students’ learning outcomes. The level of learner control also
appears to be related to students’ SRL, with highly self-regulating students having learned
more successfully than lower self-regulating students in learner-controlled CBLEs (Eom and
Reiser 2000; McManus 2000; Young 1996).
Research Question 2: Can various learning supports or conditions enhance the quality
of students’ SRL as they learn with CBLEs?
The studies that addressed the second research question investigated the influence of
support tools, conceptual supports, and metacognitive supports on students’ SRL processes.
Support tools are affordances within a CBLE that allow learners to engage and manipulate
resources and ideas in the CBLE (e.g., creation, communication, note-taking, and
highlighting tools; Hannafin et al. 1999). Conceptual supports consist of aids inside or
outside of the CBLE that guide students’ understanding of content (e.g., static and adaptive
scaffolding for conceptual understanding). Metacognitive supports guide students’ ways of
thinking and reflecting on their task (e.g., training and prompts for self-monitoring and
reflection) (Hannafin et al. 1999). The justification for this line of research has been to
determine what supports can help students learn more effectively with CBLEs. As such, the
studies employed specific supports, often tailored to a particular CBLE or task, with little
similarity between them.
Support tools Dabbagh and Kitsantas (2005) asked students in an undergraduate distributed
learning course to rate how well particular web-based pedagogical tools supported SRL processes that are contained in Zimmerman’s model of SRL. Consistent with previous research
(Kitsantas and Dabbagh 2004), the authors found that students thought content delivery and
creation tools supported goal setting, help-seeking, self-evaluation, and task strategies; collaborative and communication tools supported goal-setting, time planning and management,
and help-seeking; administrative tools supported self-monitoring, self-evaluation, time planning and management, and help-seeking; and assessment tools supported task strategies, selfmonitoring, and self-evaluation. However, no observational data were included to provide
evidence for students’ actual use of these tools in relation to their SRL.
In contrast, Narciss et al. (2007) and Proske et al. (2007) used trace data to investigate how
undergraduate students used support tools for SRL in an optional, self-directed, web-based
learning environment called Studierplatz. There were active learning tools (e.g., notetaking
and dossier-building tools), and strategic monitoring and evaluation tools, in the form of
progress and task report features and informative tutoring feedback. They found that total
time on tasks predicted performance on the tasks. However, students spent most of their time
reading and studying the texts presented in the environment, and only used a few of the tools
such as the highlighter and glossary. Students rarely used the notetaking or monitoring tools.
Despite the infrequent use of the notetaking and monitoring tools, Proske et al. (2007) found
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a statistically significant positive correlation between the number of learning tasks correctly
completed and the use of notetaking and monitoring tools.
Combining self-report and trace data, Winne and Jamieson-Noel (2002) investigated undergraduate students’ calibration of study tactics and achievement while using a multimedia
CBLE that provided notetaking and highlighting capabilities to the user. Winne and
Jamieson-Noel evaluated students’ calibration of study tactics by comparing students’ selfreported claims of SRL activity to their actual performance (e.g., instances of planning,
setting objectives, highlighting, etc.). They found that students were inaccurate in self-reports
compared to their actual behavior. In some cases, students reported using effective tactics
such as creating analogies, when in fact they did not. Winne and Jamieson-Noel contend that
deficient calibration skills may be one reason why some students are poor self-regulators, and
thus ineffective learners, as students who do not closely monitor what they do and how it
works will be unlikely to effectively adapt their learning strategies.
Conceptual support Moos and Azevedo (2008a) investigated the influence of static conceptual scaffolds on undergraduates’ self-efficacy before, during, and after the task, and on
SRL behavior at three points during the task. Students provided with the static conceptual
scaffold engaged in greater amounts of planning relative to those with no scaffolds. There
were no statistically significant differences in monitoring or strategy use. Over the course of
the 40-min task, students in both conditions generally decreased their use of SRL behaviors
as they learned, and their self-efficacy diminished as well.
Azevedo et al. (2004a) supported undergraduate students’ SRL and conceptual understanding via a human tutor that adaptively scaffolded students’ learning. Compared to a
condition in which students received static scaffolding in the form of subgoals, and a
condition in which students received no scaffolding, on average the students who had
adaptive scaffolding had statistically significantly larger learning gains from pretest to
posttest, and their use of SRL processes differed as well. Specifically, compared to those who
did not receive the scaffolding, students in the adaptive scaffolding condition used more of
the planning, monitoring, and strategy processes that previous research has shown to be
linked to more positive learning outcomes (Azevedo 2005b).
Metacognitive support Research by Kramarski and colleagues has found that SRL
guidance in the form of metacognitive self-questioning training has helped foster self-regulated
learning skills for mathematics problem-solving using CBLEs (Kramarski and Gutman 2005;
Kramarski and Hirsch 2003; Kramarski and Mizrachi 2006a; Kramarski and Mizrachi
2006b). As their method of metacognitive guidance, the researchers used a mathematics
instructional method called IMPROVE, which involves giving students self-questioning
training focused on comprehending the problem, connecting with prior knowledge, using
appropriate strategies, and reflecting on the process.
Using this method, Kramarski and Mizrachi (2006a, b) found that middle school students
who were provided the IMPROVE-based support as they worked on algebra problems in an
online discussion forum outperformed control groups on math literacy, self-reported strategy
use, and interest in learning online. Using both product data, in the form of a test of algebraic
thinking, and process data, in the form of think-aloud protocols and a self-report
metacognitive questionnaire, Kramarski and Hirsch (2003) found that students using the
IMPROVE method during collaborative algebra problem-solving with a computer algebra
system (CAS) had higher scores on two aspects of algebraic thinking and metacognitive
knowledge afterward than did the control group. Process data indicated that the experimental
group also employed more metacognitive behavior while learning than the control group.
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Similarly, Kramarski and Gutman (2005) found that students provided with IMPROVE
support in a mathematics e-learning environment outperformed students in the control group
on procedural problem-solving tasks, on providing mathematical explanations and arguments,
and on self-reported self-monitoring strategies.
Azevedo and Cromley (2004) tested whether specifically training undergraduate
students to engage in the different phases and areas of SRL prior to the task affected
learning and process data. They found that students who received training on effective
behaviors in the different areas and phases of Pintrich’s (2000) framework of SRL had
significantly greater conceptual learning gains from pretest to posttest, and they enacted the
those strategies more frequently than those who were not trained. In contrast, a study by
Kauffman (2004) found that a web-based environment with self-monitoring prompts did
not influence undergraduate students’ self-reported metacognitive awareness, even though
these students had higher scores on a learning outcome measure than those in a control
group. Quite the reverse, Van den Boom et al. (2004) found that undergraduate students
who were provided with metacognitive reflection prompts and tutor feedback did not differ
in learning outcomes compared to those without support, but the addition of a tutor in both
the prompt and control condition resulted in higher scores on ratings of self and external
regulation.
Summary
The studies in this section demonstrated that while students may have viewed support tools as
aiding their SRL (Dabbagh and Kitsantas 2005), they did not always use tools and supports
available to them (Narciss et al. 2007; Proske et al. 2007). Students’ poor calibration between
what they think they do and what they actually do when learning with a CBLE may provide
one explanation for this contradiction (Winne and Jamieson-Noel 2002). Further, static
conceptual learning supports in these studies increased planning behaviors (Moos and
Azevedo 2008a), while adaptive scaffolding for conceptual understanding as well as SRL
increased planning, monitoring, and effective strategy use in concert with improved learning
outcomes (Azevedo et al. 2004a). In addition, for metacognitive support, the IMPROVE
method by Kramarski and colleagues fostered several self-reported aspects of SRL, including
self-monitoring, strategy use, and interest, as well as led to positive learning outcomes for
middle school students. Finally, Azevedo and Cromley (2004) provided evidence that students
can be trained to use particular SRL processes that are considered effective for a given task.
Research Question 3: What conceptual, theoretical, and methodological issues
exist in this growing field of research?
The results of the reviewed literature provided evidence for a variety of learner and task
characteristics that are related to how students regulate their learning with CBLEs, as well as
evidence that some SRL processes can be supported as students learn with CBLEs. However, in
the process of developing this review, we identified a number of conceptual, theoretical, and
methodological issues present in this body of literature that should be considered as research in
this area moves forward.
In most cases, the reviewed articles discussed SRL generally with statements about students
actively directing their cognition, motivation, and behavior. However, only 23 of the 33
reviewed articles contain an explanation or recognition of the specific theoretical model or
framework used to inform the investigation of SRL. Among these 23 studies, Zimmerman’s
(2000, 2001) three-phase social-cognitive model, Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) information-
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processing model, and Pintrich’s (2000) framework predominate (see supplementary Table 1).
Ten of the 33 reviewed studies appear to treat SRL as a construct without theoretical distinctions by not specifying a particular model, theory, or framework that guided the research.
SRL does have theoretical distinctions, largely organized around various cognitive and socialcognitive theories of learning. A lack of theoretical focus can produce a lack of clarity about
terminology and definitions in the literature. For example, the terms metacognition and SRL
were used interchangeably by Kramaski and colleagues, and MacGregor operationally defined self-regulation as perception of locus of control. While this lack of clarity is quite
common in the literature associated with SRL more generally (Dinsmore et al., this issue),
these varied definitions make building a cohesive body of evidence for SRL with CBLEs
very challenging.
Even among studies that employed similar theoretical underpinnings, different aspects of a
particular model or theory were addressed. For example, Whipp and Chiarelli (2004) found
evidence of students enacting processes from all three phases of Zimmerman’s socialcognitive model of SRL during an online course, while Dabbagh and Kitsantas’s (2005)
research addressed only certain aspects of Zimmerman’s model, including goal-setting, selfmonitoring, and self-evaluation; they did not address aspects related to motivation, most
notably self-efficacy and interest, and how these may have been supported by the various
web-based pedagogical tools. On the other hand, Joo et al. (2000) placed an emphasis on
self-efficacy, but there was less emphasis on other aspects of SRL, such as self-monitoring.
These differences in emphasis on various facets of SRL present a challenge to determining
how all of them may be interrelated and how they may provide evidence for a particular
theory or model of SRL.
Similarly, the focus of many of the reviewed studies—guided by theory or not—was often
on just one area of SRL despite language in the study suggesting the variable of interest was the
construct of SRL itself. For example, several studies analyzed trace data on just a few specific
learning strategies (e.g., Narciss et al. 2007; Nesbit et al. 2006), failing to capture SRL in its
entirety. Because most theories and models define SRL as a recursive and recycling process
between different phases, pulling apart individual pieces for scrutiny may not provide an
accurate picture of the role the pieces play in the larger construct of SRL. On the other hand,
capturing all of SRL within one study may prove exceptionally challenging, if not impossible.
The way in which SRL was measured in a number of these studies may be a limitation to
gleaning information about SRL with CBLEs. The majority of studies in this review used a selfreport measure to assess SRL. Students’ reported use of strategies is not always as accurate as
observational techniques (Winne and Jamieson-Noel 2002), and there is some controversy
surrounding the validity of scores from common instruments used to measure SRL (e.g.,
MSLQ; Dinsmore et al., this issue). The incorporation of multiple data sources, in the form of
trace data and self-report (Nesbit et al. 2006; Winne and Jamieson-Noel 2002), provides a
more accurate measure of students’ activities than single data source methodologies. For
example, Whipp and Chiarelli (2004) relied on self-report, but by including an interview with
the students’ instructor, they did provide a combination of data sources to provide a more
accurate assessment of the effectiveness of students’ SRL. As such, they found that one
student who self-reported seeking help during the task, which is usually considered an
effective strategy, was in turn characterized by the instructor as highly dependent on others,
rather than self-regulatory. The self-report data alone would not have provided as accurate a
picture of these students.
Azevedo and colleagues have relied on process data in the form of think-aloud protocols
(conducted according to Ericsson and Simon 1993) or discourse analysis for identification of
SRL processes students use as they are learning, instead of questionnaire or other self-report
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methods. These methods have the advantage of capturing students’ SRL processes as they
occur, and with potentially more accuracy. The next step in using think-aloud protocols may
be to examine the quality of the SRL processes that students use. For example, summarizing
is usually considered an effective learning strategy. However, the quality of a summarization
relative to the goal of the task (e.g., when it is used, how it is conducted, or choice of topic) is
as important as simply engaging in the strategy. Azevedo and colleagues may be starting to
address this issue, as Moos and Azevedo (2008b) presented qualitative analyses regarding the
quality of SRL process use. Further, while think-aloud protocol methodology has been
demonstrated to effectively capture cognitive processes, it is not clear how effective it is at
tapping motivational processes. Moos and Azevedo (2006, 2008a) included self-report
measures on different motivational variables, as well as analyzed think-aloud data, and it is
this type of triangulation that will be necessary to see a full spectrum of SRL processes. Further,
research in this line is also starting to take into account the dynamic and changing nature of SRL
over the course of a task (e.g., Moos and Azevedo 2008a) that no other studies addressed.
Another notable finding from this review is that nearly one third of the reviewed studies did
not include any type of measure of student learning. Inherent in the definition of SRL is
learning, and claims about particular SRL processes being advantageous in different
instructional contexts or for different types of learners of people must include evidence of a
relationship with learning outcomes. Similarly, several studies that did include learning
outcomes did not find significant differences between experimental groups on those outcomes
(e.g., Moos and Azevedo 2006). What conclusions about SRL can be drawn from studies in
which students differ in their SRL processes, but these differences appear unrelated to
learning outcomes? This is a curious finding given that theoretical models posit a strong
relationship between SRL and learning outcomes. The presence of statistically non-significant
learning results in experimental studies, and/or the absence of a measure of learning in other
studies, makes clear application and generalization of the results of these studies difficult.
Finally, we reviewed a number of studies that employed some type of SRL scaffolding
through peers (De Jong et al. 2005; Winters and Azevedo 2005; Azevedo et al. 2004c); tools
embedded in the environment (Narciss et al. 2007; Proske et al. 2007); or tutors (Azevedo et
al. 2004a). The scaffolding’s impact on students’ self-regulated learning was then investigated; however, the question remains as to how much of this regulation was self-initiated. If
these supports aid students’ SRL, the processes students engage in may more accurately be
described as other rather than self- regulated. Support for self-regulation may be necessary in
the development of SRL (Fox and Riconscente, this issue), but at what point should these
supports be removed or faded (Puntambekar and Hubscher 2005)? Supports that remain
present may be providing other- as opposed to self-regulation (Dinsmore et al., this issue).

Conclusion and Future Directions
The 33 studies in this review provided evidence that different learner and task characteristics
(e.g., prior knowledge, goal orientation, learner control) and types of learner support are related
to students’ SRL when using CBLEs. However, the studies reviewed do not constitute a large
body of evidence from which to draw set conclusions about these relationships. Consequently,
future research is needed to bolster the trends and relations we have identified in this review. In
particular, we found evidence that students who are more academically successful tend to use
more effective strategies when learning with a CBLE, and that students with high prior
knowledge tend to engage in greater instances of planning and monitoring than those with
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lower prior knowledge. Other learner characteristics such as goal orientation also seem to affect
students’ SRL, but not learning outcomes in the studies we reviewed.
We also ascertained that particular task characteristics may be related to SRL. In particular,
providing students a high amount of learner control works well for students who are highly selfregulated and not so well for those who are not. We also found evidence that students may
provide regulation for each other as they learn collaboratively, but this may be tempered by
factors such as the students’ prior knowledge. Moreover, when SRL is supported through tools,
students often do not avail themselves of such support, although they tend to perceive
themselves as using the supports more often than they actually do. We found evidence that
adaptive scaffolding in the form of a tutor appears to support many areas of students’ SRL as
they learn with a CBLE, as does training students to utilize particular processes and strategies
before they engage in a task.
In concert with these trends, our review also identified a number of challenges that remain
for researchers pursuing this line of inquiry. First, the majority of studies failed to measure SRL
in all its diversity. SRL research encompasses many aspects of learning that have traditionally
been investigated in isolation, and this trend appears to continue. By definition, SRL is a
cyclical, recursive, and active process encompassing motivation, behavior, and context, and as
such, very challenging to capture in its entirety. Zimmerman and Tsikalas (2005) have argued
that research on self-regulation in CBLEs has focused on aspects of the forethought and
performance phases, specifically metacognitive scaffolding, but has paid little attention to
motivation and self-reactions, the more social cognitive aspects of SRL. This issue is further
complicated by researchers’ failure to align with a particular model or theory of SRL. This
creates confusion among definitions and terminology, with constructs such as metacognition
being used interchangeably with SRL (Dinsmore et al., this issue). Future research should
strive to capture SRL in it entirety.
Second, future research should find ways to supplement or replace self-report measures for
SRL. We reviewed several studies that used trace data to supplement or in place of self-report
measures. However, trace data collection methods are limited to actions taken with the CBLE
environment, and may not capture motivation or interest. Think-aloud methodology also
provides a potentially more accurate approach than questionnaire or interview methods.
However, it is important to use think-aloud protocols in the way Ericsson and Simon (1993)
recommend. Ericsson and Simon have shown that simply asking students to verbalize their
thoughts does not interfere with cognitive processing or make participants more reflective;
however, asking them to explain their cognitions does. Therefore, researchers who utilize
think-aloud methodology need to be careful about how they gather think-aloud data, as
asking students to say why they are engaging in a certain process may actually influence what
kind of self-regulation students enact.
Third, there was a lack of focus on the quality of SRL processes used, and future research
should strive to address this. Current research carries an implicit assumption that evidence for a
particular behavior occurring is also indicative of the behavior being effective and appropriately
applied. Few of the reviewed studies accounted for qualitative differences in behaviors between
individuals as well as contexts, in part because this type of investigation is time-consuming and
somewhat subjective. Nevertheless, an assessment of quality of SRL process use is critical to
furthering our understanding.
Fourth, not all studies linked SRL process use with learning outcomes. This is despite the
fact that SRL theories arose to explain differences in learning outcomes, and all models of SRL
posit a relationship between learning outcomes and SRL processes. It is our contention that
learning outcomes should be addressed in studies investigating SRL; and, if SRL processes are
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found to differ between groups despite non-significant learning differences, this should be
investigated and explained.
Fifth, many of the studies provided support for different aspects of SRL, either through
various tools, through access to tutors or feedback, through prompts, and through peers. Yet, all
discussed the processes students used within these contexts as self-regulated learning. If these
supports are intended to foster SRL, they should be removed, or faded once independent use is
reached. Without the key aspect of fading, it is not clear whether what is supported is truly selfregulated learning or what Puntambekar and Hübscher (2005) would call other-regulated
learning. Another difficulty that researchers face is knowing when and how to fade
scaffolding for SRL. Appropriately fading scaffolding is often challenging for even an
experienced teacher, let alone a computer. Creating computer-based agents that can diagnose
learners’ understanding and provide or fade scaffolding appropriately is an extremely difficult
task (see Hmelo-Silver and Azevedo 2006; Lajoie and Azevedo 2006 for more detailed
reviews of these challenges).
Finally, there is a need to identify whether the efficacy of particular SRL processes varies
according to the type of CBLE used (e.g., multimedia, hypermedia, simulation, ITS; Chen
1995). Many of the reviewed studies identified strategies and other processes that were
particular to certain CBLE environments. Systematic, sustained research with particular
CBLE types, similar to the research being conducted by Azevedo and colleagues with
hypermedia, is necessary to tease apart potential differences in SRL that may be affected by
context.
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